Network Vulnerabilities

The Reality of Network Vulnerabilities
Anyone directly using the Internet exposes their IP address, location and network
identity. Any external connection used by your company is a potential source of
attack on your data and systems.
Even more problematically, typical networks are
fixed, static and easily located. If you notice a
breach, you’ve already lost the battle.
Your adversaries have found your network…
they know who you are and where you are.
But are even company CISOs (Chief Information
Security Officers) aware of the vulnerabilities of
the networks they are using to transmit valuable
and proprietary data through their chosen
communications network?
Since the advent of the Internet and worldwide
connectivity, how we are all connected has
changed drastically, but the underlying network
infrastructure has progressed little from what was
implemented fifty years ago.
Have you ever asked or questioned how
your network connectivity is implemented?
Is your network a potential cyber-attack vector?

There is a 90% chance of
someone knowing the route
touches of any particular
data transmission.

Only 10% of malware
is normally detected …
90% of malware
gets through.
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Network Topology FAQs
An Internet Exchange Point (IXP) is where Internet networks come together
to peer or exchange traffic between their networks. Peering is a process by which
two networks connect and exchange traffic. There are only a few large global
peering points around the world.
• It’s easy to tell which carriers peer in which data
centers because the data centers advertise them
on their websites!
• Similarly, there are only a few major domestic
peering points (above and beyond the global
peering points) in each country/region.
• In the U.S., every city has a local peering point
for communications within the immediate area.
• It is easy to define the topology of
telecommunications services within a city –
maps of city infrastructure are available from
local jurisdictions.

• Almost every MPLS circuit/dedicated leased line
is comprised of multiple carriers, which drives the
topology of each circuit. Given the regular nature
of the topology and interconnection points, it is easy
for people with telecommunications knowledge
to identify the routing for a MPLS circuit/dedicated
leased line between two locations.
• It is often easy to determine which network a
company prefers to use, which makes it even
easier to define the circuit routing.

Attack Vulnerability
Because of this limited and well-established topology for network transmissions,
nation-states and organized crime, even individual hackers, prefer to target attacks
at the closest router locations. These networks have become a huge malware
transmission vehicle.
• It is easy to determine which type router is deployed
where – datacenters advertise their partners!
• It is well known that most, if not all, routers
have malware implanted prior to delivery to the
customer. This is so prevalent that Hauwei is
banned in the USA. The prevalence of malware
inserted in the manufacturing process in Cisco and
Juniper routers are significant enough that they

have a specialized suite of routers where
they have a protected supply chain for the U.S.
Government market at a 40% increase in cost.
• It is important to note that the carriers use
the standard router inventory. Cisco, Juniper
and Huawei hardware represent 95% of all
routers deployed globally.
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Today’s Reality
Carriers are points of attack for adversaries in order to identify the carriers’ customers
and as a point of attack for their network management data.
• Subscriber information located in data center/
carrier records are a great source to help
identify the specific circuit that is being
used by the target customer.
• Carrier network infrastructure is the single,
most logical point of attack for any given target.
• Users are open to the vulnerabilities of the carrier’s
infrastructure; e.g. malware infested routers.

Carriers rarely disclose what kind of attacks they
may be receiving, if they are even aware of them,
due to what they perceive as liability issues either
from mis-identifying the attacker or from being
perhaps culpable for enabling the transport of
malware or other vulnerabilities.
Carriers tend to focus on the “reliability” of their
network and services in terms of performance
throughput or quantity versus quality.
Users rarely inquire or investigate how the carrier
delivers its service or manages its routing and
exchanges with other carriers.

Current Network Vulnerabilities

Cyber attacks

Cyber attacks

MPLS and
Dedicated leased line

Personnel / 3rd parties

MPLS and
Dedicated leased line

Enterprise/Branch Office
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NetAbstraction’s Solution
Developed from roots in the U.S. Intelligence Community, NetAbstraction’s
technology is born from our expertise in designing, creating and implementing
non-traditional and non-attributable telecommunication networks in support of
critical U.S. Intelligence Community missions.
We understand the network and router
vulnerabilities that all enterprises must deal
with in order to protect their identities, and
subsequently their data and communications.
We have built a solution that includes several
patents and takes into consideration not just a
secure cloud transport system but a muchneeded privacy component. Our solution
protects enterprise identities and systems by
intelligently selecting and obscuring global
network pathways of the Internet.

NetAbstraction provides a proactive foundation
for smart enterprise privacy. By transparently
distributing network communications within and
across multiple clouds, and regularly churning the
underlying network infrastructure, NetAbstraction
effectively hides your enterprise’s network.
The dynamic shifting of communications across
multiple commercial providers and use of multihop transport, make actual user information, origin
location and identities a nearly impossible target
to find for hackers, search engine optimization
companies and other privacy threats.

NetAbstraction’s Network Foundation to Proactively Obscure Network Pathways
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What We Offer
Privacy protection to hide our
customer identities, location,
and routing through the network

Augmented security beyond
the carrier security capabilities

Secure end-to-end isolation of
individual customer traffic within
carrier infrastructure

“Geo-fencing” to provide 100% assurance
of where customer data and/or traffic is
routed through the network

Isolation from vulnerabilities
within the carrier infrastructure

Hidden topology of the network,
even within the carrier infrastructure

Dynamically shifting
network – it’s hard to hit
a moving target!

Use of multiple carriers, cloud
providers, geographic locations

Routine replacement of
underlying infrastructure –
don’t stay too long in one place.

All of this with carrier-class performance!
Our patented ability to control the routing of packets through the
network allows us to provide performance. Our patents address
key fundamental deficiencies in SDN: improved performance,
increased security, and better agility which provides better
resiliency and a reduced cyber-attack vector.
If they can’t find you…they can’t attack you.
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About Us
NetAbstraction optimizes next generation WAN capabilities for
network privacy, security and performance.
Our patented, cloud-based service protects
communications and data on the Internet and in
the cloud by obscuring and varying our customer’s
network pathways across multiple providers,
protecting their identity and systems, while working
anywhere on any device. NetAbstraction proactively
prevents cyber incidents and enables critical
business activities by isolating and lowering
your organization’s cyber profile on the Internet.
Developed from roots in the U.S. Intelligence
Community, NetAbstraction’s technology is born
from our expertise in designing, creating and
implementing non-traditional and non-attributable
telecommunication networks in support of critical
U.S. Intelligence Community missions.
Now, that same unparalleled technology is available
to enterprises that need to protect their information,
people and networks from the growing pool of
cyber attacks.

The information provided in this document contains general descriptions or characteristics of performance which in case of actual use do not always apply as
described or which may change as a result of further development of the products. Availability and technical specifications are subject to change without notice.
©2020 NetAbstraction, Inc. All rights reserved.
NetAbstraction, the NetAbstraction logo, NetEnclave and “If they can’t find you…they can’t attack you” are trademarks or registered trademarks of NetAbstraction,
Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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